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1. In [3], we have shown that in a finite ZP-group G in which A

and B are cyclic and A is its own normalizer, the commutator sub-

group T of G is cyclic and G = AT with AC\T= I. This result can be

used to determine the structure of arbitrary ZP-groups in which A

and B are cyclic.

If A is a subgroup of a group G, define the subgroup Ni(A) of G

inductively by the formula Ni(A)=No(Ni~1(A)), and denote by

N*(A) the upper bound of the subgroups Nl(A). Using this notation,

we shall prove the following theorem concerning ZP-groups:

Theorem A. Let G be a finite group of the form AB, where A and B

are cyclic subgroups of G. Then G contains a unique cyclic normal sub-

group T such that G = N*(A)T and N*(A)C\T=l. Moreover, if

N*(A) =AB* with B*(ZB, then B* and T commute elementwise.

2. We begin with several lemmas:

Lemma 1. Let G = AB, with A and B cyclic, and assume that some

subgroup B' of B is normal in G. Let G = G/B' = AB, where A, B are

the images of A, B in G. Then N%(A)B' is the complete inverse image of

Ag(Z) in G.

Proof. Let BoCB' with o(Bo) —p. Since B' is cyclic, P0 is normal

in G. If Bo<B', set G = G/B0 = ÄB, and let B' be the image of B' in

G. Since G=G/ B', it follows by induction on the order of G that the

inverse image of Nq(A) in G is NG(A)B'. Hence to prove the lemma,

it suffices to show that N(aA)~1 — NGiA)B0. Thus without loss of

generality we may assume o(P') =p.

Let A = (a), P = (ô) and B' = ibr). It is clearly sufficient to prove

by induction on i that if ¿»"GA^Z)-1, then buGN'(A)B' for some j.

Now for some integer X with 0<\<p, we have

(1) abrarl = 6rX.

We treat the casesX = l and X>1 separately. If X = l, B'CN(A).
Now if ¿»"G-A^Z)-1, 5"GAi(Z) and hence 5"á5-uGA,'-1(Z). By in-
duction buab~uSN'(A)B'. If j = 0, buab~uE:N1(A) and consequently

b»EN2(A) = N2(A)B'. If j>0, N'\A)B'= N'(A), and so 6«G^+>(4)
= N'+1(A)B'.
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If X>1, it follows as above that buab~uEN'(A)B'. If N'(A) =AB¡
and Bj=(b3), we have

(2) buab~u = aab*ßbrT for suitable integers a, ß, y.

Since (X — 1, p) = 1, we can find an integer 5 such that y + 5X

= 5 (mod p). We then have

¿j-iju+rs^ = (a-lbwa)(ar1brSa) = (aa-1btß+rr+u)brl>i = aa-\bs^bu+r¡ (

whence bu+rSEN'(A). Thus buEN'(A)B', and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 2. Let G=AB, with A and B cyclic. Then G contains a cyclic

subgroup T, invariant under A, such that G = N*(A)T and N*(A)C\T
= 1.

Proof. Either a subgroup of A or a subgroup of B is normal in G

(Douglas [l]). Let .¡4i be the maximal subgroup of A normal in G,

and assume first that Ai^l. If G = G/Ai=AB, we may assume by

induction that G = N*(A) T, where N*(I)nT = 1, T is cyclic and in-

variant under J. Clearly N*(A) =N*(J)~1. If To=T~-\ G = N*(A)TQ
where N*(A)H\T0=Ai and Po is A -invariant.

If we let Go=^4Po = ^4Po with B0EB, it follows from our conditions

that Ng¡,(A) =A. The proof of Theorem A of [3] now implies that if

T= [Go, Go], then PCPo, with P cyclic, G0 = AT and AC\T=1. It
follows at once that G = N*(A)T with A^*(^)PiP=l, P cyclic and

invariant under A.

If Ai = 1, we consider a minimal subgroup B' of B which is normal

in G ; and this time we set G = G/B' = A.B. By induction G = N*(A)T,

where T is cyclic, J-invariant, and_ A*(Z)Pi7= 1. If To=T~\ it

follows from Lemma 1 that G = N*(J)-1To = N*(A)B'To = N*(A)T0,

where N*(A)(~\To = B'. Using the notation of Lemma 1, we consider

the cases X = 1 and X > 1 separately.

If X = l, set Go=^4Po and Go = ^4 2\ By Theorem A of [3], T

= [Go, Go]. Hence we can find a commutator t in P0, which maps on

a generator t of T. Let o(T) =m and suppose, if possible, that / has

order mp. Since o(T0) =mp, it follows that To=(t), and consequently

Po=[Go, Go]. If ata~1=f, [Go, G0] = (f-1), and hence (<r-l, mp) = l.

But tmEB' and, since X = l, B' is in the center of G. Thus tm = atmar1

= tm°, whence p\(cr—l), a contradiction.

If (t) = [Go, Go], we set T=(t). Since o(T) =m, TC\B' = 1. Further-

more P is normal in Go. We conclude at once that G = N*(A)T,

N*(A)f~}T= 1, P cyclic and invariant under A.

On the other hand, if (t) < [Go, Go], we must have Po= [Go, Go].

Since Go is an .4P-group, its commutator subgroup Po is abelian (Ito
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[4]). Now o(To)=mp and we have just shown that Po contains no

commutator of order mp. Therefore p\m.

Since To is normal in Go and is generated by t and bT, we have

(3) atar1 = t"brß for suitable a-, ß.

It follows that (i"_1) = [Go, G0] and hence that (<r — 1, m) = 1. Since

p\m, there exists an integer a such that ß+a = acr (mod p). Conse-

quently a(tbra)a-1 = t''brßbra = fbra"' = (tbra)''. It follows that the sub-

group r= (tbra) is invariant under A. Since o(T) =m, T(~\B' = 1, and

we conclude at once that G = N*(A)T, N*(A)C\T=l, T cyclic and

invariant under A.

If X>1, we set P=[Go, Go]. Since PCP), A*(.4)nrCP'. Sup-
pose, if possible, that B'(ZN*(A), and let d be the least integer such

that B'CNd(A). By definition of Nd(A), bra-1b~rGNd-1(A), and

hence abra~lb~r = bri*~1)GN^^A). Since (X—1, p) = 1, it follows that

&rGNd~l(A), a contradiction. Thus BT\N*(A) = 1, and consequently

N*(A)C\T=l. On the other hand, by Theorem A of [3], T is cyclic

and Go=AT. We conclude that in all cases G contains a cyclic sub-

group T, invariant under A, such that G = A*(Z)Tand N*(A)C\T
= 1.

Lemma 3. Let G=AB = N*(A)T with N*(A)C\T=l, where T is
cyclic and A-invariant and assume that Ai^B = l. If N*(A)=AB*

and AT = ABo with B*, BoCB, then (o(B*), o(B0)) = l, B=B*XB0,
and o(T) =o(B0).

Proof. G = N*(A)T = (AB*)T = (AB*)(AT) = (AB*)(ABB)
= A(B*Bo). Since AC\B = l, it follows that B=B*B0. On the other

hand, N*(A)nT=l, N*(A)C\AT = A, and hence N*(A)C\Bo
CZf\B0 = l. Thus P*f\B0 = l, whence B=B*XB0. Since B* and

Po are subgroups of the cyclic group P, it also follows that

(o(B*),o(B0)) = l.

Finally let T=(t), where t = a"br and let o(T) =m. Since AT = AB0,

it follows as in the proof of Theorem 10 of [2] that T consists of the

elements as'br>, and since ZfïP = l, these elements must be distinct

for j = l, 2, • • • , m and a*mbrm = l. Hence brm=\ and so o(P0)|?m. On

the other hand, if o(Bo)=n<m, a"brn = asnE.Ar\T=l, whence

asnbrn = asmbrm, a contradiction. Thus o(B0) =o(T), as asserted.

Lemma 4. T is uniquely determined by the conditions G = AB

= N*(A)T with N*(A)C\T= 1, T cyclic and A-invariant.

Proof. Suppose T, T' are two subgroups of G satisfying the condi-

tions of the lemma. Let Go = AT and Go' =AT'. Since AC\T=l,
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Ng,(A) =A, whence by Theorem A of [3], T= [Go, G0], and similarly

T' = [Go, Go ]. Hence to prove the lemma, it clearly suffices to show

that Go = Go'.

H Ai^Bp^l, the equality of G0 and G0' follows readily by induction

by considering G = G/^4P\P; hence without loss of generality we may

assume that AP\B = 1. If G0=^4Po and G0' =AB0', it follows from

Lemma 3 that B=B*XB0 and B=B*XB¿. Hence o(B0)=o(B0').

But B, being cyclic, has a unique subgroup of any given order. Thus

Po = Po' and Go = G0'.

3. Proof of Theorem A. In view of Lemmas 2 and 4 it suffices to

prove that T commutes elementwise with B*, for this will clearly

imply that P is normal in G. In this section we treat the case AC^B
= 1.

Let d be the least integer such that Nd+1(A) =Nd(A), so that

N*(A)=Nd(A).LetNi(A)=ABiwithBi = (br')CB,i = l,2, ■ ■ • , d.

Then Bi<B2< • • • <Bd and Bd=B*. We may assume r¿|r¿_i, i = 2,

3, • • • ,d. N^(A) is normal in N\A) since Ni(A)=Na(Ni~1(A)).

Furthermore let G0=AT = AB0 with B0 = (br)CB and o(B0)=m.

Then T=(t), where t = a"br for some integer 5.

If 5 = 0, T = B0, and it is obvious that P and B* commute element-

wise. Hence we may suppose s 5¿0 and without loss of generality that

s\h, where h = o(A). First of all, if h<sm, ahbrh,' = brh,sET, and gener-

ates a subgroup Po, which is clearly invariant under B and hence is

normal in G. It follows at once by considering G/To and using induc-

tion on the order of G, that

(4) brHb-ri = tbrt-hl')i> for some integer ß.

If re denotes the order of B*, we conclude at once from (4) that

t = brd"tb~rdn = tbr<-h'")i,n, whence

(5) r(h/s)ßn = 0 (mod m).

Since (re, m) = l by Lemma 3,

r(h/s)ß = 0 (mod m)    and    brdlb~rd = t, as desired.

We may therefore assume that h = sm. For i= 1, 2, • ■ • , d we have

(6) briab~ri = a"i-ibri~lvi~1 for suitable integers Ui-i, »<_i, where ro = 0.

Let G i be the commutator subgroup of Gi = Ni(A)T. We know that

T=(t) is the commutator subgroup of Go = AT. Since Ni~1(A) is

normal in N'(A), and Gi = Ni(A)BQ, G¿_i is normal in G,-. It follows

readily by induction that G/  is generated  by the elements a"0-1,
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a«»-1^»"», • • • , au<-1-1ôri-1"i-1, /. Furthermore G/ is abelian since Gt-

is an ylP-group for each i.

To prove that B* and T commute elementwise, we have only to

show that britb~ri = t on the assumption that bri~Hb~r>-l = t. Now from

the form of G/, we have

(7) bTitb~ri = xP   where   x G Nl~\A)    and    xt = tx.

Since by assumption AC\B = l, Lemma 3 implies o(T)=o(Bo),

whence tm= I. It follows now from (7) that xm = 1. Suppose for some

j>l, x£.N'(A), xQN'-^A). Let ß be the least integer such that

xßc_N'-l(A). Since N'~\A) is normal in N'(A) ß\ [N'\A): W~l(A)]

and henceß\o(B*) =«. But clearly ß\m since xm = l. Since («,m) = 1,

(3 = 1 and so xGA'-1(Z), a contradiction. Thus xG-4 and (7) takes

the form

(8) bTHb~ri = a'P,        aH = ta".

Now t = a'br and P=a*°br'' for some integer <r, whence bria3b~ri

= ap+"jr(T-i)_ But this implies ir(,r-1)GA<-1(Z)r\Po = l, so that

a = 1 (mod »?). Since a*m = 1, we may assume o" = 7 = 1, and hence that

(9) bria"b-ri = a"+',        britb~ri = aH.

In particular, (9) implies that s\p.

Since T is normal in A T, we have finally

(10) ata"1 = /x       for some integer X.

In view of (6)

(11) (bria)l(bria)^1 = (a'"-'ibri+Ti-lvi-1)tiau<-1bri+ri~lvi-1)-1.

Using (9) and (10) and our assumption that èr*'_1 commutes with /,

we conclude readily from (11) that

(12) a"Hx = aH^-1.

Since Zf"\r=l, p(X —1)=0 (mod h). Since h = ms and s\p, we ob-

tain

(13) — (X - 1) = 0 (mod*»).
s

But T is the commutator subgroup of A T, which implies (X — 1, m)

= 1; and it follows from (13) thatp = 0 (mod h). Hence br<tb~r< = t, as

desired. We conclude that B* and T commute elementwise.

4. Finally we treat the case AC\B^l.  Let   G = G/AC\B = ÂB
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= N*(I)T, where A, B, T are the images of A, B, T, in G. Clearly T

is cyclic, invariant under J, and N*(I)r\T=l. If A^*(J)=J2*

with B*EB, let n = o(B*); and let m = o(T). Since yinP = l, it fol-

lows from the preceding section that (re, m) = 1 and that P commutes

elementwise with T. Furthermore N*(I)-1 = N*(A)(Ar\B) =N*(A),

and hence P* is the inverse image of B* in G. If B* = (brd), it follows

that

(14) brdtb-rd = xt,    x E A r\ B,    and    brin E A (~\ B.

Since Ai~\B is in the center of G, xm = l. On the other hand (14)

yields t = brdntb~rdn = x"t, whence xn = l. Since (re, m) = l, we conclude

that x = 1 ; and the theorem is proved.
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